List of corrections/edits to “About Plato’s Philebus” by Jacob Klein, based on comparison with the version published in Lectures and Essays

157, last line: Lectures and Essays (hereafter, LE) omits the comma after “is” and does not italicize “one whole”

158, first paragraph after the section break, line 5: the colon after “Philebus” should be a semicolon

158, second paragraph after the break, lines 6, 7: LE does not italicize 2,369 (line 6) or 23

158, second paragraph after the break, line 10: LE italicizes “Philebus”

159, line 7: LE italicizes “loose”

159, second full paragraph, line 12: both versions omit comma after “then” which appears on line 3

161, second paragraph, line 3: period should be inside parentheses

164, line 3: LE has a comma after “desirable”

164, line 7: the sigma and following comma have been omitted from nous

165, second full paragraph, lines 5-6: LE substitutes “imprecisely” for “unprecisely”

166, first full paragraph, line 4: two phrases have been transposed. The words beginning with “the” and continuing to the end of the line should start the line.

169, line 6: an upper-case theta has been substituted for the lower-case letter in orthe, and a gamma has been substituted for the first nu in koinonia

169, second full paragraph, line 4: the single closing quotation mark should be double

171, first full paragraph, last line: LE omits commas after “best” and “obtain”

171, note 60: LE has Ibid. (This may be a correction by Klein or his editors; a look at the text of the dialogue will confirm it.)

174, last paragraph, line 8: LE omits the comma after “pain” (end of line); either the comma is a misprint or a comma has been dropped after “both”

174, last paragraph, line 18: substitute “he” for “hy”
174, last line: question mark should be inside quotation marks

178, first full paragraph, line 3: LE hyphenates “know how”

178, first full paragraph, line 8: both versions have a comma after “shipbuilding,” but the sense seems to require no comma

180, first full paragraph, line 1: LE capitalizes “should”

180, last paragraph, line 5: LE capitalizes “is”

181, note 95: LE puts Akademische Randglossen in quotation marks without italicization, and italicizes Die Gegenwart der Griechen im Neueren Denken

182, last paragraph before the break, line 1: LE substitutes “imprecise” for “unprecise”